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BEGINNING EXPLORERS PHILOSOPHY
You’ll know your Beginning Explorers lessons
are successful when two things happen—
your students gain Bible knowledge, and they
let biblical principles change their lives. With
Beginning Explorers you’ll …
SAVE VALUABLE PREP TIME
Time is valuable and you probably don’t have a lot to spare. That’s why
Beginning Explorers’ lessons are easy to use. The clear objectives, lesson
overview, and at-a-glance activity options make prep time a snap. Plus,
the lesson outline format helps you move quickly and easily through
the four lesson steps as you teach. (See illustration.)

ADAPT THE LESSON FOR YOUR CLASSROOM
No one knows your students like you do. That’s why every
Beginning Explorers lesson includes plenty of activities so you can
choose the best learning option to fit your schedule and meet your
students’ learning needs.

KEEP STUDENTS INVOLVED AND FOCUSED
All your students want to enjoy class time, but how much of the
study do they remember? Research* shows that students learn
best in a variety of ways:
• Seeing (visual: 40%)

• Touching (tactual: 15–20%)

• Hearing (auditory: 20–30%)

• Moving (kinesthetic: 15–20%)

You’ll find Beginning Explorers lesson activities cover each of these
learning preferences, so you can include those that appeal to your
students’ needs.
* Resource: Teaching Students to Read Through Their Individual Learning Styles, Marie
Carbo, Rita Dunn, and Kenneth Dunn, Prentice-Hall, 1996, p. 13.

SEE YOUR STUDENTS’ LIVES CHANGED
Your goal is to help your students become more Christlike.
Our goal is the same. That’s why every Beginning Explorers study
includes a life-application objective and activities. We want your
students to discover that becoming like Jesus runs deeper than
avoiding punishment or seeking reward. It’s about choosing to do
the right thing because they love Jesus and want to follow Him.

BEGINNING EXPLORERS IS ALWAYS BIBLICALLY SOUND
Beginning Explorers lessons are firmly rooted in God’s Word—and they always will be! Plus, our unique Pentecostal approach ensures that
Beginning Explorers curriculum goes beyond the basics, allowing the Holy Spirit to make life-altering transformation.
THE TRINITY

COMMUNION

CHURCH AS BODY OF CHRIST

THE DEITY OF CHRIST

HOLY SPIRIT BAPTISM

MINISTRY

INSPIRATION OF SCRIPTURE

SALVATION

SPIRITUAL GIFTS

DIVINE HEALING

THE ONE TRUE GOD

WATER BAPTISM

SANCTIFICATION

THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST

We Believe…

Matthew 28:19
John 1:1

2 Timothy 3:16

Deuteronomy 6:4
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Titus 3:5–7

Matthew 28:19

1 Corinthians 11:22–26
Acts 2:4

1 Corinthians 12:4–10, 28
Romans 12:1,2

Ephesians 4:11–16
Mark 16:15–20
Isaiah 53:4,5

1 Thessalonians 4:16,17

SAMPLE LEADER GUIDE LESSON
Beginning Explorers lessons are easy
to follow. Large, bold directives at the
beginning of each segment walk you
through the study at a glance. And our
easy-to-follow format will help you keep
your place while you teach the lesson.

You’ll never have to go
digging for the Scriptures
used in each lesson.

Every Beginning Explorers lesson begins with specific goals to
show you exactly where you’re
going and how your students
will benefit from the ride.
The Bible Text, Bible Verses,
and Objective provide the biblical foundation for the lesson.
Life Application shows you
how your students develop
godly character from the lesson.

Welcome Time helps children
make the transition from their
parents to the classroom. It’s
important to start off with engaging activities, and this portion
sets the tone for the rest of the
lesson with an activity.
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SAMPLE LEADER GUIDE LESSON

Using the songs on the
CD for a fun and engaging
Worship Time, you’ll help
develop a life-long attitude of
praise in your students.

Beginning Explorers lessons
never miss an opportunity
to give you every advantage
when teaching. This Snack
Time acts as a smooth lead-in
for your lesson!
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Beginning Explorers lessons tell the Bible story with words and language
your students will understand. Letting the Sycamore Sam puppet tell the
story from his pre-recorded CD will insure all your students are paying
attention.

The Bible Story keeps things
lively during long stories by
providing plenty of places for
interaction and response.

Beginning Explorers simplifies
your prep time with a host of
background material and quick
references like teacher hints,
activity supply lists, and other
useful information found in the
sidebars.

Hiding God’s Word in young
hearts is key to building strong
character. Every lesson focuses
on a foundational verse for your
students to memorize.
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SAMPLE LEADER GUIDE LESSON

Whenever additional items from other
Beginning Explorers resources are used
in the lesson, a small picture of the
item is included in the sidebar so you
know exactly what it looks like.

You won’t have any confusion over
what parts of the lesson to emphasize—questions, key words, and
statements are printed in bold.
If your students don’t respond to
the questions, asking them will
still get them thinking.
HELPFUL HINT: If you don’t want
to use the questions, simply turn
them into statements and summarize the information that follows.
We intentionally include more
options than you can use in a
normal class period to ensure
our Beginning Explorers
resources are adaptable for
a wide variety of settings and
learning styles.
MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU:
Before class read through the
options and choose the ones
best suited to your students,
time constraints, and classroom setting. Remember,
anything labeled “Active
Learning” can be used or
left out without impacting the
lesson’s effectiveness.
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Story Time helps children understand how to apply the lesson to everyday life. Using the StoryTime Pictures from the
kit will also target children who learn best by seeing.
You’ll know exactly when to show each Flash Card thanks to
corresponding instructions throughout the story.

Hey Rusty,
you’re not still
afraid of the
dark,
are you?

Not
anymore,
Raspberry. Ever
since we helped act
out that story about
Riley and his dad, I
don’t feel scared
anymore.
And you know
what? There are
a few of our Sunday
morning friends who
aren’t so frightened
now too !
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Gauge your students’
understanding with the fun
activities and accompanying
review questions that involve
children in the Bible story.
After all, helping your students gain Bible knowledge
and become more like Christ
is what Beginning Explorers
is all about.

To help ensure your class
is internalizing a new Bible
verse every week, Beginning
Explorers uses varied and
interesting ways to reinforce the
weekly Bible verse for all your
students’ learning styles—a
method much more effective
than simple repetition.

Leave your kids with a lasting,
lesson-related memory right
before they head out the door
and into their week by summarizing the basic message and
reviewing the lesson objectives
with activity ideas.
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If you like Beginning Explorers,
just wait ‘til you see what
Radiant Life has cooked up
for your ﬁrst hour Sunday School!

Call 1.800.641.4310 to request
your FREE Preschool and
Kindergarten Preview booklets.
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WHAT’S INSIDE THE KIT?
Children will love coming to Children’s
Church when you use the Beginning
Explorer’s Children’s Church Kit! Each
quarter your Preschool Children’s Church
receives Bible-based, fun materials.

STORYTIME PICTURES
Keep your students’ attention focused on the
biblical principles behind the Leader’s Guide’s
life application stories with eight, engaging
mini-posters.

STICKERS
Motivate your kids in reaching ever higher goals for
attendance, memory verses,
and good behavior. Each
kit includes two sheets of
Stickers.

REPRODUCIBLE BOOK
Each quarter’s reproducible teaching helps shoulder a lot of your work. They’re multi-purpose—
providing extra work sheets for the lessons, sheet
music, so you can help your students learn the
songs off the CD; a parents’ newsletter to help
build strong families; and copy masters for the
kit’s crafts and activities.
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POSTERS
Use the hard-working Poster that
come in each kit for memory verse
repetition, life application, or just to
add colorful fun to your classroom.

CD
A great way for getting your
lesson across to your audio learners is to use the CD that comes
with the Beginning Explorers
Kit. Original songs, new activities,
Rusty and Raspberry skits, and
Bible stories unforgettably narrated
by Sycamore Sam himself are all
included on this convenient disc.

LEADER GUIDE
Young children learn best through
guided learning. That’s why the Leader
Guide has interactive stories and
activities that will unforgettably instill
the Bible’s stories and principles in
the hearts of your students.
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Essential Extras

Great Children’s Chu
Colorful flannelgraph figures
from the Bible Visuals help
keep your students’ attention fixed on the Bible story
while you share it. Sketches
are provided in the sidebar
to help you know which
visual to show at each point
in the story.

Sycamore Sam is great
at helping your children
remember important Bible
lessons. Use him with the
pre-recorded stories from the
CD in the Beginning Explorers
Kit. 18" velour puppet with
foam lining, hard plastic
mouth, and sewn-in hair.
Add some real toetapping zest to your praise
and worship with the Little Explorers
CD—featuring all the Beginning
Explorers songs on one CD.
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that Make a
urch Even Better
The Beginning Explorers
Coloring and Activity Book
works overtime to set the
lesson firmly in your kid’s
heads. The book provides
Bible stories and life application art based on the
weekly lessons.

Make your lessons irresistible with warm and cuddly Rusty
and Raspberry Raccoon. Their fluffy tails and enchanting faces
delight kids of all ages. Take advantage of their puppet skits on
the CD in the Beginning Explorers Kit. They’re sold in pairs for
double the fun. 20½" from the tops of their noses to the tips of
their tails.
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